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About the awards

The Design that Educates Awards (DtEA) investigate the educational potential of architecture and design. The ability to communicate the implemented solutions and features is the main theme of the awards. Such an informational layer of design and architecture provides an important (yet not fully explored) opportunity for a dialog between the user and the designer. The result—a new type of learning environment—provides a space for the exploration of both the design itself and its relation to the vaster context. Each year, the esteemed panel of judges will select the most outstanding examples. The objective of the awards is to recognize, showcase, and promote globally the best ideas and implementations of architecture and design that educate. The theme of the awards has been inspired by the research called ‘Educating Buildings’ (‘Bildende Bauten’) by Dr. Peter Kuczia. designeducates.com

Architecture in Foyer conference

2 days of lectures and workshops,
Thursday, 28th March 2019, Friday 29th March 2019
Registration at: www.solarlux.com/aif
The number of places is limited.
Admission free. Language D | E
Venue of the conference
Solarlux GmbH, Industriepark 1, 49324 Melle, Germany.
Join Awards Ceremony (DtEA 2019)

The Award Ceremony will take place on the Solarlux campus in Germany (Melle, Lower Saxony, Germany) on March 28–29, 2019 during the conference “Architecture in Foyer”. The ceremony will be hosted by Solarlux GmbH (strategic partner of the awards) and will consist of an exhibition of the results, lectures by selected members of the jury, laureates' presentations, workshops, and networking opportunities. Participation is free of charge (registration is required).

Join Workshops

Workshops will take place in parallel to the awards ceremony. The participants will work together using the latest interdisciplinary development methods under the instruction of architects and designers Paul Clemens Bart and Marvin Bratke (Bart/Bratke, Berlin), Marta Pakowska (Wroclaw University of Technology) and Grzegorz Łochnicki (ITECH Stuttgart). In order to join the workshops, please register for the event first at: www.solarlux.com/aif and then on https://designeducates.com/workshops/. Details of the workshops: Please click here (Google Documents). The number of places is limited. Admission free. The language of the workshops: English

Results of the DtEA 2019

We would like to express our gratitude to all participants of the Design that Educates Awards 2019! We highly appreciate the time and effort you spent on preparing the project. Our sincere congratulations on your inspiring works! Details of the Design that Educates Awards 2020 are to be announced in the mid of 2019. Stay tuned. The press-kit with the results will be released directly after the Awards Ceremony (during the conference Architecture in Foyer), starting from the 1st week of April 2019.

Category of ‘Architectural Design’

Winner
036-46602 - Richter Musikowski Architekten PartGmbB (Germany)

Special recognition
085-42224 - KWK Promes Robert Konieczny (Poland)

Honorable mentions
005-66088 - Maria Abi Raad (Lebanon)
039-02868 - Interval Architects (China)
050-42286 - Medprostor d.o.o. (Slovenia)
061-60648 - Active Social Architecture (Rwanda)
070-04846 - DAVIDE MACULLO ARCHITECTS (Switzerland)
077-48600 - Anastasia Elrouss Architects (Lebanon)
090-72318 - CRU! Architects - Bamboostic (Brazil)
095-26402 - FAULDERS STUDIO (United States)
Finalists
027-02422 - O2 DESIGN ATELIER SDN. BHD. (Malaysia)
028-08006 - IROJE KHM Architects (South Korea)
031-88664 - Junsekino Architect and Design (Thailand)
076-48600 - Anastasia Elrouss Architects (Lebanon)

Category of ‘Product Design’
Winner
071-20888 - Jin Young Song | University at Buffalo | Dioinno Architecture PLLC (United States)

Special recognition
051-42286 - “LET’S MAKE IT VISIBLE” (Belarus)

Honorable mentions
004-68626 - Napp Studio (Hong Kong)
019-02400 - Jaewan Choi (South Korea)
048-42286 - Katharina Karras (Germany)
081-46662 - TruRegard ltd. (United Kingdom)
108-22628 - HISTHEORY (Hungary)

Category of ‘Universal Design’
Winner
013-84408 - Studio Roosegaarde (Netherlands)

Special recognitions
088-40404 - Ecocapsule (Slovakia)
104-22628 - Breathe Earth Collective (Austria)

Honorable mentions
049-42286 - ‘Connecting with Clean Water’ (Canada)
064-62288 - Cai-in Interior Design (Taiwan)
089-40404 - Noumena (Spain)
094-26402 - Fabian Partoll, Lukas Strigl (Austria)
098-00600 - David Stieler (Austria)
Finalists
068-66828 - EUS+ Architects, Folio (United States)
092-26402 - KOTOAKI ASANO Architect & Associates (Japan)
113-22628 - IntuyLab (Peru)

Emerging Designers
Winner
019-02400 - Jaewan Choi (South Korea)

Solarlux Choice
Winner
113-22628 - IntuyLab (Peru)

Jury of the DtEA 2019
Maria Aiolova (designer, educator, leader of Arup University, cofounder of Terreform ONE)
Prof. Shingo Ando (designer, educator, professor at Kyoto Arts and Crafts University)
Dominic Harris (architect, artist, founder and creative director of Cinimod Studio)
Matthias Hollwich (architect, AIA, principal at Hollwich Kushner, cofounder of Architizer.com)
Prof. Barbara Holzer (architect, lecturer, cofounder and director of Holzer Kobler Architekturen)
Dr. Peter Kuczia (architect, Kuczia Architects, initiator of the Design that Educates Awards)
Prof. Carlo Ratti (architect, founding partner at Carlo Ratti Associati, director at MIT SCL)
Amandus Samsee Sattler (architect, founding partner at Allmann Sattler Wappner Architekten)
Sarang Sheth (industrial designer, content writer and editor-in-chief at YankoDesign.com)
Prof. Tobias Wallisser (architect, cofounder oFLAVA Laboratory for Visionary Architecture)
Aidin Ardjomandi (industrial designer, director at Arena Design Studio)
Paul Clemens Bart (architect, designer, cofounder of BART//BRATKE)
Marvin Bratke (architect, BART//BRATKE, visiting professor at Muthesius Academy of Arts)
Prof. Masayo Ave (industrial designer, educator, founder of MasayoAve creation)

About organizer
DtEA are hosted by Laka - an international network focused on positive social impact through responsible design and architecture. www.lakareacts.com www.lakaperspectives.com www.designeducates.com. The strategic partner of the awards and the host of the awards ceremony is Solarlux GmbH www.solarlux.com

Contacts
Design that Educates Awards - Laka (hello@lakareacts.com, editors@designeducates.com)
Architecture in Foyer Conference - Solarlux GmbH (www.solarlux.com/aif)